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DUKE POWER COMPANY 
POWER BULDING O a 

422 SOUTH CHURCH STREET, CHARLOTTE, N. C. 28242 

WILLIAM 0. PARKER,JR.  

VICE PRESIDENT TE NE:AR 

STEAM PRODUCTION 3 3 4 8 

September 5, 1975 

Mr. Roger S. Boyd, Acting Director 
Division of Reactor Licensing 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20555 

Re: Oconee Nuclear Station 
Docket Nos. g ) -270, -287 

Dear Mr. Boyd: 

An August 4, 1975 letter from Mr. Karl.R. Goller requested that we.  
determine if containment leakage testing at the Oconee Nuclear Station 

is in full compliance with 10CFR50 Appendix J. The letter stated that 
it should be understood.that while the present program may be in 

compliance with.Technical Specifications, it may not be in con
formance with Appendix J.  

The Oconee Technical Specifications, approved by the Commission on 
February 6, 1973, October 6, 1973 and July 19, 1974, are in compliance 
with 10CFR50 Appendix J, as. issued on March'6, 1973, with one exception.  
Oconee Technical Specification criteria for-testing of containment 
air locks do not conform to .our. interpretation of the criteria of.  
Section III.D.2 of Appendix.J. Appendix J requires a Type B.test of 
containment air locks at six-month intervals; however, those air locks 
which are opened during such intervals are also to be.tested.after each 
opening. Oconee Technical Specification 4.4.1.2.5 requires testing of 
the outer door seals at four-month intervals, except when .the hatches 
are not opened during that interval, and in no case shall the test 
interval be longer than 12 months.  

The Oconee personnel and emergency air lock leak rate tests are per-.  
formed by pressurizing the air lock between the inner and.outer doors.  
This test tends to seat the outer door and unseat the inner door.  
In order to complete the test, a restraint is placed on the air lock 
side of the inner door to physically restrain the door from lifting 
off its seat. After the test is completed, the air lock must be 
opened to-remove the restraints, thereby negating the test.since 
Appendix J.requires an air lock test each time the air lock has been 
opened. This appears to be a generic problem with air locks.  

9592



Mr. Roger S. Boyd 
Page 2 
September 5, 1975 

The air lock leak.rate test requires several hours to perform since 
the entirerair lock volume has to be pressurized to 59 psig and a leak 
rate established. Appendix J does not specify under what unit conditions 
the leak rate test is required. .Thus, although entry to the Reactor 
Building ,is normally.made several times a week, maintenance outages 
when the reactor is in.a hot or cold shutdown.condition.require entry 
numerous times each day. Thus, the requirements of Appendix J are not 
practical.  

In light of the design of the Oconee containment air locks, and the 
impracticality of the requirements of Appendix. J, and the Commission's 
previous review of the acceptability.of the Oconee Technical Specifi
cations,'it is requested that an exemption pursuant to 10CFR50, Section 
50.12, be granted and. testing be permitted to continue in accordance 
with he present Technical Specifications.  

.Ve truly yours, 

William.0. Parker, Jr.  

MST:vr
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'AUG 2 9 1975 
Docket Nos.  

50-270 
and, 50-287 

Duke Power Company 
ATTN: Mr. William 0. Parker, Jr.  

Vice President 
Steam Production 

P. 0. Box 2178 
422 South Church Street 
Charlotte, North Carolina 28242 

Gentlemen: 

By letter dated July 22, 1974, we requested that you furnish, as an 
amendment to the PSAR, additional information on the Oconee Nuclear 
Station design and operating procedures related to spent fuel handling.  
You responded to this request by submitting Revision 35 to the FSAR, 
dated September 30, 1974. We have found that this revision does not 
contain sufficient analysis, including calculations, to support your 
conclusionSon spent fuel cask handling system acceptabIlity.  

Specifically, in reference to the necessary consideration No. 1 in our 
July 22, 1974 letter, you have not addressed the possibility of the 
deflection of a spent fuel cask onto spent fuel stored in the pool and 
its resultant radiological consequences. Additionally, you should pro
vide your analysis, including supportive calculations, of the effects 
on the spent fuel pool liner should the fuel cask-strike it during the 
above postulated accident. Finally, a detailed description of the 
spent fuel cask path of movement should be provided;,detailing the 
elevations and direction of travel. You should also provide calcula
tions to support any conclusion regarding the radiological consequences 
in the event the cask should accidentally fall from the highest point 
in its path of travel.  

Should.your evaluation of these postulated accidents indicate the need 
for plant modifications, you are requested to proceed with the necessary 
actionspursuant to 10 CFR Part 50, Section 50.59.  

As an alternative to the above requirements, you may elect to demonstrate 
that the overhead crane used for spent fuel cask handling meets the 
single failure proof criteria set forth in Branch Technical Position 
APCSB 9-1, "Overhead Handling Systems for Nuclear Power Plants", a copy 
of which is enclosed for your guidance.



Duke Power Company - 2 
AUG 2 9 1975 

In order to continue our review of your analyses and evaluation of the 
Oconee spent fuel handling system, you are requested to respond to this 
request for additional information within 60 days of receipt of this 
letter.  

Sincerely, 

Robert A. Purple, Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch #1 
Division of Reactor Licensing 

Enclosure: 
Branch Technical Position APCSB 9-1 

cc w/enclosure: 
See next page 
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Duke-Power Company - 3- August 29, 1975 

cc: Mr. William L. Porter 
Duke Power Company 
P. 0. Box 2178 
422 South Church Street 
Charlotte, North Carolina 28242 

Mr. Troy B. Conner 
Conner, Hadlock &.Knotts 
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, D. C. 20006 

Oconee Public Library 
201 South Spring Street 
Walhalla, South Carolina 29691



April 1975 
Revision 0 

BRANCH TECHNICAL POSITION APCSB 9-1 
OVERHEAD HANDLING SYSTEMS FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS 

A. BACKGROUND 

Overhead handling systems are used for handling heavy items at nuclear power 
plants. The handling of heavy loads such as a spent fuel cask raises the 
possibility of damage to the load and to safety-related equipment or structures 
under and adjacent to the path on which it is transported should the handling 
system suffer a breakdown or malfunction.  

Two methods are used in nuclear power plants to prevent damage to safety 
features or release of radioactive material due to dropping of heavy loads, 
such as a spent fuel cask. One is protection by physical design of the 
facility to preclude damage to spent fuel and safety-related systems if a 
heavy load should be dropped. The other is to provide an overhead handling 

..system that is designed so that a connected load would not fall in the event 
of a failure or malfunction.  

An overhead handling system includes all the structural, mechanical, and 
electrical components that are needed to lift and transfer a load from one 
location to another. Primary load-bearing components, equipment, and subsystems 
such as the driving equipment, drum, rope reeving, control, and braking 
systems require special attention. Proper support of the rope drums ensures 
that they would be retained and prevented frona failing or disengaging from 
the braking and control system in case of a shaft or bearing failure. If the 
hoisting system (raising and lowering) includes two mechanical holding 
brakes, each with better than full-load stopping capacity, that are automatically 
activated when electric power is off or when mechanically tripped by overspeed 
or overload devices, a critical load will be safely held or controlled in case 
of failure in the individual load-bearing parts of the hoisting machinery.  
Failure of the bridge or trolley- travel to stop when power is shut off or an 
overspeed or overload condition due to malfunction or failure in the drive 
system can be prevented and controlled by appropriate safety and limit 
devices and brake systems.  

Since the crane industry has not yet developed.codes or standards that adequately 
cover the design, operation, and testing for a "single failure-proof" crane, 
the APCSB has developed a branch position to provide a consistent basis for 
reviewing equipment and components for such overhead handling systems. The 
position below delineates acceptable codes and standards and supplements 
tem with specific recommendations on features that will prevent, control, or.  
stop inadvertent operation or malfunction of the mechanical supporting and 
moving components of the handling system.
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B. BRANCH TECHNICAL POSITION 

Overhead handling' systems intended to provide single failure-proof handling 
of loads should be designed so that no single failure or malfunction will 

result in dropping or loosing control of the heaviest (critical) loads to 

be handled. Such handling systems should be designed, fabricated, installed, 

inspected, tested, and operated in accordance with the following: 

1. General Performance Specifications 

a. Separate performance specifications should be prepared for a permanent 

crane which is to be used for construction prior to use for plant 
operation. The allowable design stress limits should be identical 

for both cases, and the sum total of simultaneously applied loads 

should not result in stress levels causing any permanent deformation 

other than that due to localized stress concentrations.  

b. The operating environment, including maximum and minimum pressure, 

temperature, humidity and rates of change of these parameters, 
should be specified to determine the venting and drainage required 

for box girder sections. The specifications should also state the 

corrosive and hazardous conditions th'at may occur during operation.  

Fracture toughness for the steel structural materials should be 

considered. Plate thickness, with a margin for the lowest operating 

temperatures, should determine the type of steel that can be used 

with or' without toughness tests. The selection of steel materials 

will be reviewed on a case by case bases.  

c. The crane should be classified as seismic Category I and should be 

capable of retaining the maximum design load during a safe shutdown 

earthquake, although the crane may not be operable after the seismic 

event. The bridge and trolley should be provided with means for 

preventing them from leaving their runways with or without the design 
load during operation or under seismic loadings. The design rate 

load plus operational and seismically-induced pendulum and swinging 

load effects on the crane should-be considered in the design of the 

trolley, and they should be added to the trolley weight for the design 

of the bridge.  

d. All weld joints for load-bearing structures, including those susceptible 

to lamellar tearing, should be inspected by nondestructive examinations 

for soundness of the base metal and weld metal.  

- e. A fatigue analysis should be considered for critical load-bearing 

structures and components of the crane handling system. The cumulative 

fatigue usage factors should reflect effects of cyclic loadings from 
both the construction and operating periods.
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f. Preheat and postheat treatment temperatures for all weldments should 

be specified in the weld procedures. For low-alloy steel, the 

recommendations of Regulatory Guide.1.50 should be followed.  

2. Safety Features 

a. The automatic and manual controls and devices required for normal 

crane operation should be designed such that a malfunction of these 

controls and devices, and possible subsequent effects during load 
handling, will not prevent the handling system from being maintained 

at a safe neutral holding position.  

b. Auxiliary systems, dual components, or ancilliary systems should be 

provided such that in case of subsystem or component failure the 

load will be retained and held in a stable position.  

c. Means should be provided for devices which can be used in repairing,* 

adjusting, replacing failed components or subsystems when failure of 

an active component or subsystem has occurred and the load-is 

supported and retained in the safe.(temporary) position with the 

system immobile. As an alternative to repairing the crane in place, 

means may be provided for moving the handling system with load to a 

laydown area that has been designed for accepting the load and making 

the repairs.  

3. Equipment Selection 

a. Dual load attaching points should be provided on the load block or 

lifting device designed so that each attaching point will be able to 

support a static load of 3W (W is weight of the design rated load), 

without permanent deformation other than that due to localized stress 

concentrations in areas for which additional material has been 

provided for wear.  

b. Lifting devices such as lifting beams, yokes, laddle or trunnion type 

hooks, slings, toggles, or clevises should be of redundant design 

with dual or auxiliary devices or combinations thereof. Each device 

should be designed to support a static load of 3W without permanent 

deformation.  

c. The vertical hoisting (raising and lowering) mechanism which uses 

rope and consists of upper sheaves (head block), lower sheaves 

(load block), and rope reeving system, should be designed with 

redundant means for hoisting. Maximum hoisting speed.should be no 

greater than 5 fpm.



d. The heat and load blocks should be designed to maintain a vertical 
load balance about the center of lift from the load block through 
the head block, and should have a dual reeving system. The load 
block should maintain alignment and a position of stability with 
either system and be able to support 3W and maintain load 
stability and vertical alignment from the center of the. head block 
through all hoisting components to the center of gravity of the load.  

e. The design of the rope reeving system should be dual, with each system 
providing separately the load balance on the head and load blocks 
through the configuration of ropes and rope equalizers. Selection 
.of the hoisting rope or running rope should consider the size, 
construction, lay, and means or type of lubrication to mainrain 
efficient working of the individual wire strands as the rope passes 
over the sheaves during the hoisting operation. The effects of impact 
loadings, acceleration and emergency stops should be included in 
selection of the rope and reeving system. The wire rope should be 
6 x 37 Iron Wire Rope Core (IWRC) or comparable classification.  

The stress in the lead line to the drum during hoisting at the 
maximum design speed with the design rated load should not exceed 20% 
of the manufacturer's rated strength of the rope. The static stress 
in rope (load is stationary) should not exceed 12-1/2 of the 
manufacturer's rated strength. Line speed during hoisting (raising 
or lowering should not exceed 50 fpm.  

f. The maximum fleet angle from drum to lead sheave in the load block 
should not exceed 3-1/2 degrees at any point during hoisting and 
there should be only one 1800 reverse bend for each rope leaving 
the drum and reversing on the first or lead sheave on the load block, 
with no other reverse bends other than at the equalizer if a sheave
type equalizer is used. The fleet angles for rope between individual 
sheaves should not exceed 1-1/2 degrees. Equalizers may be beam or 
sheave type. For the recommended 6 x 37 IWRC classification wire 
rope, pitch diameter of the lead sheave should be 30 times rope 
diameter for the 1800 reverse bend, 26 times rope diameter for running 
sheaves, and 13 times rope diameter for equalizers. The pitch diameter 
is measured from the center of the rope in the sheave groove through 
the sheave center. The dual reeving system may be a single rope 
from each end of a drum terminating at a beam-type load and rope 
stretch equalizer with each rope designed for total load, or a 2-rope 
system may be used from each drum or separate drums with a sheave or 
beam equalizer, or any other combination which provides two separate 
and complete reeving systems.



g. The vertical hoisting system components, which include the head block, 
rope reeving system, load block, and dual load attaching device, 
should each be designed to sustain a load of 2W (W is the weight of 

the design rated load). A 2W static load test should be performed 
for each reeving system and load attaching point at the manufacturer's 
plant. Each reeving system and each one of the load attaching 

devices should be assembled with approximately a 6 inch clearance 
between head and load blocks and should support 200% of the design 
rated load without degradation of the components or permanent 
deformation other than that due to localized stress concentrations.  
Measurements of the geometric configuration of the attaching points 
should be mace before ana after tcst followed by nondestructive 
examination, which should consist of combination of magnetic particle, 
ultrasonic, radiographic,. and dye penetrant examinations to verify 
the soundness of fabrication and assure the integrity of this portion 
of the hoisting system. The results of examinations should be 

documented and recorded. for the hoisting system for each overhead 
crane.  

h. Means should be provided to sense such items as electric current, 
temperature, overspeed, overloading, and overtravel. Controls 
should be provided to stop the hoisting movement within 3 inches 
maximum of vertical travel through a combination of electrical power 

controls.and mechanical braking and torque control systems should 
one rope of the dual reeving system fail.  

i. The control systems may be designed as combination electrical and 

mechanical systems and nay include such items as contractors, relays, 

resistors, and thyristors in com bination with mechanical devices and 

mechanical braking systems. The electric controls should be selected 
to provide a maximum breakdown torque limit of 175% of the required 
rating-for a.c. motors or d.c. motors (series or shunt wound) used 

for the hoisting drive motors. Compound wound d.c. motors should not 

be used. The control systems provided should consider hoisting 

(raising and lowering) of all loads, including the design rated load, 
and the effects of inertia of the rotating hoisting machinery such 

as motor armatures, shafts and couplings, gear reducers, and drums.
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The mechanical and structural components of the hoisting system 
should have the required strength to resist failure should "two
blocking" 1/ or "load hangup" 2/ occur during hoisting. The designer 
should provide means to absorb or control the kinetic energy of 
rotating machinery in the event of two-blocking or load 
hangup. The location and type of mechanical brakes and controls 
should provide positive and reliable means to stop and hold the 
hoisting drums for these occurrences. The hoisting system should 
be able to withstand the maximum torque of the driving motor, if a 
malfunction occurs and power to the driving motor cannot be shut off 
at the time of load hangup or two-blocking.  

k. The load hoisting drum on the trolley should be provided with 
structural and mechanic safety devices to prevent the drum from dropping, 
disengaging from its holding brake system, or rotating, should 
the drum or any portion of its shaft or bearings fail.  

1. To preclude excessive breakdown torque, the horsepower rating (HP) 
of the electrical motor drive for hoisting should provide no more 
than 110% of the calculated HP requirement to hoist the design rated 
load at the maximum design hoist speed.  

m. The minimum hoist braking system should include one power control 
braking system (no: mechanizal or crag brake-type) and two mechanical 
holding brakes. The holding brakes should be activated when power is 
off and should be autoatically tripped by mechanical means on 
overspeed to the full holding position if a malfunction occurs in the 
electrical brake controls. Each holding brake should be designed to 
125% - 150% of maximum developed .torque at the point of application 
(location of the brake in the mechanical drive). The minimum 
design requirements for braking systems that will be operable for 
emergency lowering after a single brake failure should be two 
holding brakes for stopping and controlling drum rotation. Provisions 
should be made for manual operation of the holding brakes. Emergency 
brakes or holding brakes which are to be used for manual lowering 
should be capable of operation with full load and at full travel and 
provide adequate heat dissipation. Design for manual brake operation 
during emergency lowering should include features to limit the lowering 

speed to less than 3.5 fpm.  

1/ "Two-blocking": i an inadvertantly continued hoist which brings the load and 
head block assemblies into physical contact, thereby preventing further movement 
of the load block and creating shock loads to rope and reeving system.  

2/ "Load hangup" occurs when the load block or load is stopped during hoisting by 
entanglement with fixed objects,.thereby overloading the hoisting system.
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n. The dynamic and .static alignment of all hoisting machinery components 

including gearing, shafting, couplings, and bearings should be 

maintained throughout the range of loads be lifted with all 

components positioned and anchored on the trolley machinery platform.  

o. Increment drives for.hoisting may be provided by stepless controls 

or inching motor drives. Plugging 3/ should not be permitted.  
Controls to prevent plugging should be included in the electrical 

circuits and the control system. Floating point 4/ in the 

electrical power system, when required for bridge or tolley movement, 
should be provided only for the lowest operating speeds.  

p. To avoid the possibility of overtorque within the control system, 
the horsepower rating of the driving motor and gear reducer for 

trolley and bridge motion of an overhead bridge crane should not 

exceed 110% of the calculated requirement at maximum speed and 
with the design rated load. Incremental or fractional inch 

movements, when required, should be provided by such items as variable 

speed or inching motor drives. Control and holding brakes should 

each be rated at 100% of maximum drive torque at the point application.  

If two mechanical brakes are provided, one for control and one for 

holding, they should be adjusted with one brake in each system for 

both the trolley and bridge leading the other and should be activated 

by release or shutoff of power. The brakes should also be mechanically 
tripped to the "on" or "holding" position in the event of a 

malfunction in the power supply or an overspeed condition. Provisions 

should be made for manual operation of the brakes. The holding 
brake should be designed so that is cannot be used as a foot-operated 

slowdown brake. Drag brakes should not be used. Opposite wheels on 

bridges or trolleys which support the bridge or trolley on the runways 

should be matched and.have identical diameters. Trolley and bridge 

speed should be limited. A maximum speed of 30 fpm for the trolley 

and 40 fpm for the bridge is recommended.  

3/ Plugging is the momentary application of full line power to the drive motor 

for the purpose of promoting a limited movement.  

4/ The point in the lowest range of movement control at which power is on, brakes 

are off, and motors are not energized..
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q. The complete operating control system and provisions for emergency 

controls for the overhead crane handling system should be located in 

the main cab on the bridge. Additional cabs located on the trolley 

or lifting devices should have complete control systems similar to 

the bridge cab. Manual controls for the bridge may be located on 

the bridge. Remote controls or pendant controls for any of these 

motions should be the same as those provided in the bridge cab 

control panel. Provisions should be made in the design for devices 

for emergency control or operations. Limiting devices, mechanical 

and electrical, should be provided to indicate, control, and prevent 

overtravelling and overspeed or hoist (raising or lowering) and for 

trolley and bridge travel movement. Luffers for bridge and trolley 

travel should be included.  

r. Safety devices such as limit type switches provided for malfunction, 
inadvertent operation, or failure should be in addition to and separate 

from the control devices provided for operation.  

s. The operating requirements for all travel movements (vertical and 

horizontal movements, or rotation, singly or in combination) for 

permanent plant tranes should be clearly defined in the operating 

manual for hoisting and for trolley and bridge travel. The designer 
should establish the. maximum working load (MWL). The MWL should not 

be less than 85% of the design rated load (DRL) capacity for the new 
crane at time of operation. The redundancy provided, design factors, 

selection of components, and balance of auxiliary-ancilliary and duel 

items in the design and manufacture should be taken into account in 

setting the maximum working load for the critical load handling crane 

system(s). The MWL should not exceed the DRL for overhead crane 

handling system.  

t. When the permanent plaht crane is to be used for construction and the 

operating requirements for construction are not identical to those 

required for permanent plant service, the construction operating 

requirements should be defined separately. The crane should be 

designed structurally and mechanically for the construction loads, 

plant service loads, and the.functional performance requirements 
for 

each. At the end of the construction period, the crane handling 

system should be adjusted for the performance requirements of permanent 

plant service.- The conversion or adjustment may include the 

replacement of such items as motor drives, blocks, and reeving system.  

After construction use, the crane should be thoroughly inspected 

using nondestructive examinations and should be performance tested.  

If the load .and performance requirements are different for construction 

and plant service periods, then the crane should be tested for both 

phases. The crane integrity should be verified by the designer and 

manufacturer and load testing to 125% of the design rated load 

required for the operating plant should be done before the crane is 

used as permanent plant equipment.



u. Installation instruction should be provided by the manufacturer.  

These should include a full explanation of the crane handling 

system, its controls, and the limitations for the system, and should 

cover the requirements for installation, testing, and preparation 

for operation.  

4. Mechanical Checks, Testing, and Preventative Maintenance 

a. A complete mechanical check of all crane systems as installed 
should 

be made to verify the method of installation and to prepare 
the 

crane for testing. During and after installation the proper assembly 

of electrical and structural components should be verified. The 

integrity of all control, operating, and safety 
systems is to be 

verified as to satisfaction of installation and design requirements.  

The crane designer and crane manufacturer should provide 
a manual of 

information and procedures for use in checking, testing, and 
crane 

operation. The manual should also describe a preventive 
maintenance 

program based on the approved test results and 
information obtained 

during the testing; it should include such items as servicing, repair, 

and replacement recuirements, visual examinations, inspections, 

checking, measurements, problem diagnosis, nondestructive examination, 

crane performance testing, and special instructions.  

Information concerning proof testing on compdnents and subsystems 
as 

required -.and performed at the manufacturer's plant to verify 

component or subsystem ability to perform should be available for the 

checking and testing performed at the place of installation 
of the 

crane system.  

b. The crane system should be prepared for the static test of 
125% of the 

design rated load. The tests should include all positions of hoisting, 

lowering, and trolley and bridge travel with the 125% rated 
load and 

other positions as recommended by the designer and manufacturer.  

After satisfactory completion of the 125% static test 
and adjustments 

required as a result of the test, the crane 
handling system should 

be given full performance tests with 100% of the-design 
rated load 

for all speeds and motions for which the system is designed. 
This 

should include verifying all limiting and safety control devices.  

The crane handling system should demonstrate the ability to lower 

and move the design rated load by manual operation and with the 
use 

of emergency operating controls and devices which have been included 

in the handling system.
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The complete hoisting machinery should be allowed to 
two-block 

during the hoisting test (load block limit and safety devices 

are bypassed). This test should be conducted without load and 

at slow speed, to provide assurance of the integrity of the design, 

equipment, controls, and overload protection 
devices. The test 

should demonstrate that when the maximum torque that can be 

developed by the driving system, including the inertia 
of the 

rotating parts at the overtorque condition, will be absorbed 
or 

controlled prior to two-blocking.  

The complete hoisting machinery should be tested for ability to 

sustain a load hangup condition by a test in which the load 

block attaching points are secured to a fixed anchor 
or excessive 

load. The drum should be capable of one full revolution before 

starting the hoisting test.  

c. The preventive maintenance program recommended by the 
designer and 

manufacturer should also prescribe and establish the MWL 
for which 

the crane will be used. The maximum working load should be plainly 

marked on each side of the crane for each hoisting unit. It is 

recommended that critical load handling cranes should be continuously 

maintained at 95% of DRL capacity for the HU1 capacity.  

C. REFERENCES 

1. Regulatory Guide 1.50, "Control of Preheat Temperature for Welding of 

Low-Alloy Steel." 

2. "Table of Engineering, Manufacturing, and Operating Standards, Practices, 

and References," attached to this position.



TABLE OF 

ENGINEERING, MANUFACTURING, AND OPERATION STANDARDS, 

PRACTICES, AND REFERENCES 

AISE Association of Iron and Steel Engineers (Std. No. 6). General items for 

-overhead cranes and specifically for drums, reeving systems, blocks, 

controls, and electrical, mechanical, and structural components.  

AISC American Institute of Steel Construction, "Manual of 
Steel Construction.  

Runway and bridge design loadings for impact, and structural supports.  

American Society of Mechanical Engineers. References for testing, materials, 

and mechanical components.  

ASTM1 American Society for Testing Materials. Testing and selection of materials.  

ANSI American National Standards Institute (A1O, B3, B6, B15, B29, B30 and N4.5 

series N series of ANSI standards for quality control). 
ANSI consensus 

standards for design, manufacturing, and safety.  

I*FE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. Electrical power and 

control systems.  

AIsAnerican Welding Society (D1.1.72 - 73/74 revisions). Fabrication 

requirements and standards for crane structure and weldments.  

EEl Edison Electrical Institute. Electrical systems.  

SAE Society of Automotive Engineers, "Standards and Recommended 
Practices." 

Recommendations and practices for wire rope, shafting, lubrication, 

fasteners, materials selection, and load stability.  

CMAA Crane Manufacturers Association of American (CMAA 70). Guide for preparing 

functional and performance specifications and component 
selection.  

NEMA National Electrical Manufacturers Association. Electrical motor, control, 

- and component selections.  

WRTB Wire Rope Technical Board and their manufacturing members. 
Selection of 

rope, reeving system, and reeving efficiencies.  

MBlI Materials Handling Institute and their member associations.and 
association 

members such as American Gear Manufacturing Association for gears and gear 

reducers, Antifriction Bearing Manufacturers Association for bearings 

selection, etc.  

WRC Welding Research Council, "Control of Steel Construction to avoid 
Brittle 

Fracture," and Bulletin #168, "Lamellar Tearing."


